
Here are some things a new animal shelter should indude.

We need a vet to help injured or sick animals. We also need trainers

because people prefer to buy trained pets. We also need a grooming area

to clean up the found animals to make them look nicer so customers will

want them.

The shelter should have a Doggie Daycare, in a separate building, so

people can bring their dogs for a while when they go on vacation. The

Doggie Daycare should cost a certain amount of money per day, to help

raise money for the shelter.

We need timed food dispensers and automatic water bowls that

sense when the water gets low, to reduce costs. That way employees

would not have to do that work. Someone should monitor how much the

dogs eat, so no animals go hungry or over-eat

We need a place for the pets to exercise. There should be a small

lake for them to swim in, with some toys there. That would be kind of like a

playground for pets. Some people who work there should be present when

the pets are exercising to limit accidents.

The dog's cages should be part inside and part outside, with a doggie

door between the two. That door needs to be lockable, so when the

weather is too hot or too cold, the dogs can be kept inside. The outside



floor should be slightly lower so when it rains the water will not run to the

inside part. A roof over the outside part would help prevent rain from

getting in. The dogs should have a see-through fence so they can feel like

they're outside.

Inside the buildings, the customers should be able to see the dogs,

but the doors should be slightly sound-proof so the noise doesnt scare the

people away.

There should be photos of available pets on the wall when the

customers come in, plus make the photos available over the internet It

would be nice to have some yard space for customers to spend time with a

pet they might get.

There should be a few special cages for unusual pets like snakes or

alligators.

We should have a separate cat section, separated by a sound-proof

wall so the cats don't get scared by the dogs.


